Abstract-In this letter, Light Random Sprays Retinex (LRSR), an improvement of the Random Sprays Retinex (RSR) algorithm is proposed. RSR is a white balancing algorithm for achieving local color constancy and image enhancement by using random sprays of the same size. The main problem of the original RSR is that the lower the number and size of the sprays, the greater the noise in the resulting image, which means that the number and size of sprays have to be relatively high in order to reduce the noise leading to a higher computation cost. The proposed improved algorithm is based on a new method to remove the noise in the resulting image thereby allowing only one spray of a smaller size to be used resulting in lower computation cost. By using interpolation the computation cost is reduced even further without a noticeable perceptual difference. The improvement is tested on a public database and is shown to outperform the original RSR in image quality and computation cost. The source code is available at http://www.fer.unizg.hr/ipg/resources/color_constancy/.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE human visual system's (HVS) perception of the color of an area depends on the surrounding visual scene, which is known as locality of color perception. One of the early and very well known models dealing with it is the Retinex model [1] . Various Retinex implementations provide dynamic range compression, color constancy and color and lightness rendition. Several examples of practical usage of Retinex for image enhancement have been reported [2] - [5] . A special group of Retinex implementations use a path-wise approach, which leads to the following problems: strong dependency on path geometry, high computation cost and sampling noise. All these problems were addressed and highly reduced in [6] , which resulted in the Random Sprays Retinex (RSR) algorithm, which is faster than the path-wise Retinex algorithms, but not fast enough to be used for real time applications.
In this letter we propose an extension of the RSR algorithm, which allows significant reduction of computation cost and improves the image quality.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section II a simple explanation of the Random Sprays Retinex algorithm is given, in Section III the proposed method is described, in Section IV the experimental results are presented, and in Section V the proposed method is compared to RSR and similar algorithms in terms of result quality, difference and speed.
II. RANDOM SPRAYS RETINEX ALGORITHM The Random Sprays Retinex algorithm was developed by taking into consideration the mathematical description of the Retinex model provided in [7] . First, the model is simplified and it is proved that the new pixel intensities can be calculated faster. The next step towards RSR in [6] is to notice three reasons for which paths should be replaced with something else: they are redundant, their ordering is completely unimportant, and they have inadequate topological dimension. This leads to use of 2-D objects as representations of the pixel neighbourhood, which is used when calculating the new pixel intensity. The random sprays are chosen as 2-D objects requiring tuning of several parameters.
The spray radius is set to the image diagonal. The identity function is taken as the radial probability density function. The minimal number of sprays ( ) and the minimal number of pixels per spray ( ) representing a trade-off between image quality and computation cost were determined through several experiments. Fig. 1(a) shows a test image from the ColorChecker image database [8] . RSR results for various parameters are shown in Fig. 1 use a low-pass filter, but this would also blur the image so another solution has to be looked for. Despite the presence of the noise in Fig. 1 (b) and Fig. 1 (c), it can be observed that the change of color and brightness with respect to the original image changes slowly across the whole image. From the original image and the RSR resulting image, the relative change for a pixel is calculated using the equation (1) where is the intensity change of pixel for channel , is the original intensity, and is the intensity after running RSR. By taking the intensity changes for all three image channels, it is possible to visualize them as seen in Fig. 2 . The vector can be interpreted as RSR local illumination estimation and since it is not necessarily a unit vector, it also represents the local brightness adjustment, i. e.
where is a unit vector and is a scalar representing the brightness adjustment factor. The merged result of Eq. 1 for all channels calculated by using the RSR result from Fig. 1(b) is shown in Fig. 2(a) . While the noise is still present, the difference between intensity changes of spatially close pixels is not large thus opening the possibility of applying a low-pass filter without tampering the intensity change too much: (2) where is the chosen pixel, is the chosen channel, is the averaging kernel, is the convolution operator and is the intensity change calculated as described in Eq. 1. The application of a averaging kernel to the image in Fig. 2(a) results in the image shown in Fig. 2(c) . Another way to remove the noise is to use Eq. 1, but with blurred channels: (3) with the result for the same as before in Fig. 2(b) . By combining the two approaches of noise removal (result shown in Fig. 2(d) ), the new intensity change is:
The intensity change with much less noise can now be applied to the original image in order to get the result output image where the intensity for a pixel for a given channel is calculated like (5) The result of applying Eq. 5 to the image shown in Fig. 1(a) with and being averaging kernels is shown in Fig. 3 . After experimenting with various Gaussian kernels and the averaging kernel it was visible on almost all used test images that the averaging kernel gives better results so this kernel type is used in the proposed method. Another advantage with averaging kernel is that its implementation can easily be made faster than for other kernel types. The proposed method summary is given in Algorithm 1. 
B. Interpolation
Slow intensity changes are further exploited to minimize the computation cost by avoiding to calculate the intensity change for every pixel. Instead, the row step and the column step are introduced meaning that only every th pixel only in every th row is processed and the rest is calculated by applying interpolation. In the experiments explained further in the text the nearest-neighbor interpolation was used.
C. Complexity
The theoretical complexity of the proposed method displayed in the Big-O notation is where is the number of image pixels, which in case of using interpolation is lower than the original RSR complexity . The former Big-O notation does not contain any parts related to averaging as averaging can be implemented with . In Section IV the complexity is shown to be because is fixed to 1. IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Several experiments were performed for parameters tuning. The proposed method inherits all the parameters from RSR and adds four new ones: the size of the two averaging kernels and , and . For parameters tuning the original ColorChecker database described in [8] containing 568 sRGB images was used with the resolution of most of them being . The reason for not using the reprocessed version of the ColorChecker database [9] was that we were not measuring illumination estimation accuracy, but mainly the image quality so there was no linear model assumption and no need for linear RGB images. It may be necessary to retune some of the parameters for images with size different from the one of images in ColorChecker database. As a tuning tool the universal image quality index described in [10] was used: (6) where and are the original gray-scale image and its modification, respectively. The dynamic range of is with 1 being the best value obtained when and are equal. For RGB images the mean quality of all three channels was used.
A. Tuning the Kernel Sizes
When comparing the quality indices of images obtained by applying Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 using various kernel sizes, the former clearly outperforms the latter. The problem with Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 is that in some cases (e.g. when processing image shown in Fig. 1(a) ) visual anomalies are still visible after the equation is applied. This is solved by applying Eq. 4 whose average quality index is slightly smaller then the one of Eq. 2, but the anomalies are eliminated so this is how the noise should be removed. In order to simplify further tuning, Eq. 4 is used with . Choosing a greater kernel size reduces the noise, but it also lessens the locality of RSR, while choosing smaller kernel sizes does the opposite. A good trade-off is achieved by choosing the lowest kernel size for which there is no more significant increment in quality when choosing greater kernel sizes. By looking at Fig. 4 it can be concluded that the value satisfying this constraint for all tested configurations is . However, after performing visual inspection, we concluded that a better choice is as it leads to the same quality and it also removes visible anomalies that occurred in some test images during the visual inspection and were caused by RSR inherited noise.
B.
Tuning and In [6] , parameters and were tuned by increasing from 5 to 60 with a constant step of 5 and increasing from 250 to 900 with a constant step of 50. Then followed the calculation of and , the CIELab differences (approximation of perceptual difference) between the RSR results with we chose the values from 50 to 400 with a constant step of 50. By looking at graphs in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 it can be concluded that values satisfying all mentioned constraints are and , which is better than values and that were obtained in [6] and can be attributed to a greater stability after the noise removal. Because Fig. 5 also clearly shows that the increase of the number of sprays has almost no effect, can be freely set to 1. This reduces the original LRSR Big-O notation complexity to , which is a significant improvement.
C. Tuning and
In order to simplify and tuning, let be the common value for and so that and let be the average CIELab difference between images processed with kernel of size with no interpolation and images processed with kernel size and interpolation determined by the parameter . Now is maximized by choosing a value of so that and from the graph shown in Fig. 7 it can be concluded that a good candidate is with . Raising and without performing averaging spreads the initial noise and drastically reduces the image quality, which leads to conclusion that using this kind of subsampling and interpolation on the original RSR algorithm should be avoided.
V. COMPARISON TO RSR AND OTHER SIMILAR ALGORITHMS
The comparison between Retinex algorithms is an open problem for reasons described in detail in [6] . Nevertheless, some simple comparisons concerning speed, resulting image average quality and average CIELab difference between the result and the original and between different algorithms were performed. For the comparison we used C++ implementations of RSR, LRSR and some other algorithms that apply local illuminant correction and had publicly available implementations: [14] . For FMR we created our own C++ implementation based on the publicly available Matlab implementation [14] . The well-known Local Space Average Color algorithm [15] was not used because unlike the mentioned algorithms, LSAC does not adjust the brightness and due to the fact that one of the factors used in Eq. 6 is the closeness of the mean luminance as described in [10] , the comparison would not be fair. All algorithms were used with default parameter values of their implementations. FMR was used with 4 iterations, same as for the test images on the implementation web page. Several LRSR parameter sets were tested: ( ,
. represents the fast approximation of RSR with its default parameters, while and have default spray size for LRSR without and with interpolation, respectively. also represents the default LRSR parameter set.
A. Speed, CIELab Difference and Quality Comparison
The speed of the proposed method, RSR and other selected algorithms was measured on Ubuntu 11.10 operations system on a computer with i5-2520M CPU (only one core was used) by running the corresponding implementations against 100 images from ColorChecker database. This was repeated several times for each algorithm to calculate the average. The speed test results are shown in Table I together with average resulting image quality and CIELab difference between the original and the result. It is obvious that LRSR is faster than all other tested algorithms, especially when used with parameters set, which was shown to be 229 times faster than RSR. Approximating the exact RSR results with parameters set is 32 times faster. The average CIELab difference between the original and processed images for all methods is in all cases high above the just-noticeable difference (JND) threshold of 2.3 [16] with RSR and producing the smallest difference. It is interesting to mention that even though MSRCR and FMR have similar average difference between the original and the result, their average image qualities differ significantly.
B. Perceptual Difference
The average CIELab difference between results of the tested algorithms is shown in Table II and the fact that the difference between RSR and LRSR with various parameters set is below the JND proves that LRSR approximates RSR very well. All tested methods differ significantly between themselves.
VI. CONCLUSION
LRSR significantly reduces computation cost of RSR and gives very similar results, but of higher quality. It therefore allows a much faster usage of the Retinex model in image enhancement. Due to the noise removal, it becomes stable faster than RSR allowing it to have stronger effects on image enhancement.
